
Next Generation Gaming Rewards



What is $COMP?
$COMP is a BEP-20 token existing on the
Binance Smart Chain (BSC), built and
backed with deep blockchain and gaming
industry experience.

Contract Address: 
0x375b821f984263154d9fabc34d980df149
35a49d



With $COMP, players can earn fungible yielding rewards
and non-fungible tokens (NFTs) backed by locked liquidity. 

This is a massive evolution of gaming rewards
which benefits both Player and Partner.



 Players can earn and spend $COMP

 Players can earn and spend $COMP within the Comp
Partner Network (CPN) and trade $COMP on the open
market. All $COMP holders earn 3% reflections
automatically - earning comps from comps! 

The Comp Partner Network (CPN) 

The Comp Partner Network (CPN) is the partner
community which leverages the PLAYER platform to
bring decentralized rewards to the player gaming
experience. 



 Players use $COMP for a better experience

When a player earns casino rewards at one of our
partners, their $COMP wallet receives from the
partner wallet, and that player can now spend those
rewards at either the same or a different partner.

Partners use $COMP to increase audience

The Comp Partner Network (CPN) is the partner
community which leverages the PLAYER platform to
bring decentralized rewards to the player gaming
experience. 



All of this is accomplished through the PLAYER Platform. 

The PLAYER Platform is designed to allow frictionless crypto adoption for both
player and partner. This integrated solution provides access, liquidity, and
ownership on the blockchain as a means to bridge the gap from traditional

player rewards to the new frontier of gaming in the metaverse.

$COMP is leading the charge by building the PLAYER Platform to bridge these old world
gaming venues, e.x. MGM & Caesars, to the new world metaverse, one transaction at a time.

  
 
 
 
 
 

Disclaimer: Partnerships are not yet official



Platform tech:
$COMP Token
Platform Smart Contract
PLAYER API
PLAYER UI
Partner portal

Partner wallets
Partner smart contract
Branded PLAYER UI
Async wallet generation + QR codes
Implement into pre-existing user flow

Partner integration:



Technology Overview

The $COMP token is a standard BEP-20 smart contract living on the Binance
Smart Chain, operating with specific tokenomics to simultaneously

guarantee project viability and reward the holder community.



What drives the most value for $COMP is its utility in the PLAYER Platform
and the player gaming experience. Here’s how $COMP utility works:

For example, Player 1 wagers $1000 USD
at a gaming partner, and the partner

estimates they should receive $50 USD in
rewards or cashback posted to their

gaming account

Traditionally, these balances exist in a
centralized database which only the
partner has access to - Player 1 can only
view these balances

Using $COMP, the partner
purchases the $50 USD of
$COMP and transfers the
tokens to Player 1’s wallet

Players who opt-in to CPN
Partners will receive their
gaming rewards in the form of
$COMP tokens, represented by
the $USD or fiat equivalent
market price

Player 1 now has full ownership of their rewards and
can use them either at the same partner or a

different partner within the Comp Partner Network



Tokenomics

1% Tax for 
dev & marketing

3% Reflections
for holders

183,986,399,751 tokens
burned after launch

100% of liquidity
locked for 6 months



Roadmap



Stealth launch
100% of liquidity locked with lock renewed every 6 months

Guerilla marketing
Community-driven marketing on telegram, discord, and socials

1000 Comped players
Achieve 1000 $COMP holders

Whitepaper drop
Provide a detailed overview of the project, platform, & ideal partners

Coinsniper votes
Earn >500 votes on Coinsniper

Exchange listings
List on exchanges after meeting market cap & volume requirements

NFTs
Add Player Comp NFTs

Gaming influencers
After market cap growth, begin partnering with gaming influencers

Build platform
Use tax proceeds to fund development of PLAYER platform

Sponsor WSOP 2022
Sponsor players at WSOP 2022

Official partnerships
Officially confirm gaming partners for platform integration commit

Launch platform
Release PLAYER platform alpha in Summer 2022



Connect with Us

playercomp.net

Get the latest updates and news by
following us in all our channels.


